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“The school is changing its processes, some of its culture, and its programs, but the mission is the same. We prepare our participants and our alumni throughout their lives to be leaders to whom we can entrust the future. That mission, our mission, must - and will - continue.”

Maria de Fátima Carioca
TODAY'S SCHOOLS RAISE LEADERS FOR TOMORROW

„Today a reader tomorrow a leader.”

Margaret Fuller
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The virtual classroom as 'culture'
Create a positive classroom culture

You can never win an argument with a negative person. They only hear what suits them and listen only to respond.

Michael Watson
Positive classroom

• no one definition
• Most educators agree that a positive classroom is…

→ …a learning/teaching environment wherein students feel comfortable enough to continue their educational process without any limitations.

• “In such a classroom students, with their potential, needs and expectations, are at the center of teacher’s attention.” LWG
Some characteristics of a positive classroom

These characteristics are numerous, e.g.,
► inclusion
► ongoing communication with students
► clearly specified rules and expectations
► teacher’s flexibility and readiness for change
► high quality of the teaching/learning process….. and?
My analysis:

• analyzing these characteristics, I reflect on them from the perspective of the school/academic year.

• such an analysis - different elements for every teacher

• differences may occur depending on different educational contexts, etc.
Before we enter the classroom - 1

✓ analyze the previous semester/s
✓ Enumerate the pros and cons
✓ draw conclusions,
✓ think about recommendations for the upcoming year.
Before we enter the classroom - 2

♦ identify not only areas of improvement but good practices
♦ prepare a checklist of good practices and the relevant materials which we will be able to use in the next semesters.
♦ “Good practices” file - may include efficient teaching files, students’ successfully completed tasks - “model versions” of the tasks we assign
Before we enter the classroom - 3

Why good practices?

► high motivational value for students with their “yes, you can also do it”

ATTENTION!

Always ask students for their consent to use their work & remember that such authentic materials should be continually updated.
WARM-UP TASKS:

http://www.google.pl/search?client=opera&rls=pl&q=ICEBREAKERS&oe=utf-8&channel=suggest&um=1&ie=UTF-8&hl=pl&tbm=isch&source=og&sa=N&tab=wi&ei=UX0YUYPwGYHftQaKk4GYBg&biw=1072&bih=580&sei=VX0YUdmDKMTDhAf41YDoCg
„good old blackboard”
Pinterest account:
https://www.pinterest.fr/lucynawilikiewi/

44 boards such as:

- VOCABULARY
- LANGUAGE TIPS
- TEACHING
- LEARNING
- NETWORKING
- STUDENTS’ SPECIAL NEEDS
- QUOTATIONS
- SOCIAL MEDIA, etc.
The first encounter with our students

• enter the classroom ready for new challenges
• be aware of summer slide
• presenting the syllabus and requirements - not enough
• introductory needs’ analysis:
  ➢ observe the students’ response to our offer
  ➢ identify their expectations in an opening discussion (or brainstorming session).
Student-centered approach

Students should feel:
♥ respected
♥ engaged
♥ secure
♥ being at the centre of educational process

This way we can develop a culture of inclusion, cooperation, and mutual respect.
Inclusive culture

This culture should also aim at:
continuous improvement, which means that we must be always ready to rethink and redesign our teaching strategies and syllabuses and willing to give "another chance" to those students who, although they may have failed, are prepared to work towards enhancing their skills and knowledge.
The other side of the coin – role-reversal

► students should consider themselves responsible for their education

► role-reversal (one of the most useful techniques from psychodrama) should be used by teachers to:
  → reinforce students’ motivation
  → make them feel important and knowledgeable
  → create a sense of accomplishment

Example: as digital natives they know the digital world better than their teachers (often - digital immigrants)

“Each student has something they can teach [...]”
Referring to students’ interests and passions

- encourage students to express their interests and passions
- refer to them
- consider them while designing the course

Result:
Students’ interest in the course as such increases
their creativity is stimulated

“Teachers should stimulate behavior whose effect is a free expression of students’ own ideas, self confidence, and social creativity.”
Continuous (positive) communication

One of the biggest challenges:
✓ time pressure, variety of activities
✓ especially challenging in a virtual classroom, - contacts are limited

Solution:
▸ encourage continuous communication.
▸ use various channels, such as: e-mail, discussion forum, virtual office hours
Correspondence with students

Our email correspondence!

English Only, Please

„PERFECT EMAIL”
GUIDELINES TO FORMAL & SEMI-FORMAL EMAILS

In attachment, please!!!

ATTACHMENT
Two-way feedback - one of the pillars of a positive classroom.

Feedback sent to students – to:
- inform them how well they are doing
- refer to their strengths and areas of improvement
- suggest methods of improvement

It should be:
- carefully planned
- exhaustive
- syllabus-oriented
- criteria-based
Ongoing, two-way feedback - 2

► feedback from students concerning their evaluation:
  ✓ may take the form of an immediate response to teacher’s evaluation
  ✓ may be expressed in private, after the lesson is finished, in any form or communication

► students’ comments on teaching/learning - during or after the course:
  ✓ anonymous questionnaire discussed by the students
  ✓ students’ own dedicated discussion forum, students collect & analyse information and recommend action/s to teacher
Ongoing assessment, monitoring students’ progress

The process of monitoring students’ progress never finishes

Before completing every task:
- specify requirements
- present evaluation criteria

Assessment should be:
- continuous, transparent, varied and just-in-time
- formative - used before and during learning; also called assessment for learning
- summative - evaluates student achievement at the end of some section, e.g., semester, assessment of learning
Transparency – the goal:

“There is a goal of transparent teaching – to promote students’ conscious understanding of how they learn. Transparent teaching methods help students understand how and why they are learning course content in particular ways.”
Transparency – codes of conduct:

Useful means: codes of practice, also called codes of conduct, or simply regulations

They specify all the necessary rules concerning the whole learning-teaching process, usually in the form of a list of dos and don’ts, which are to be paid attention to, both by teachers and students.

They can be:

✓ prepared by teachers and then presented to and discussed with students at the beginning of the course,

✓ or they can be compiled by the students themselves with some guidance from the teacher
Awareness of social and emotional learning - SEL

- Social awareness
- Responsible decision making
- Relationship skills
- Self-awareness
- Self-management
Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at all.

Aristotle

Spirit Science
Awareness of SEL – two sides:

care about students’ social and emotional development

mind our own wellness and self-care
Conclusions

1. Creating a positive classroom is not easy

2. Solution - use the power of our professional and personal networks, as well as our communities of practice.

3. Staying connected in the process of continuous professional development is the key to educational success.
Think positive, be positive and positive things will happen!


4. Compare: “Let’s Begin with Success: Early Academic Wins Have a Lasting Impact”, https://www.ascd.org/el/articles/lets-begin-with-success-early-academic-wins-have-a-lasting-impact, accessed 28.08.2021 “The first two weeks of the school year are a critically important time for students and teachers alike. When students return to school after a summer break, their perceptions about school and about themselves as learners are typically in flux. The new year brings new teachers, new books, new classes, new schedules, and new friends. Even though many remnants of the pandemic remain, all of these changes come with the hope that this year will be different and better than previous years.”).


Thank You All!!!